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Holiday On Ice Wine Charms 
 

 
 

By Denise Yezbak Moore 
featuring Bead Gallery® beads  

available exclusively at Halcraft Collection 
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Materials: 
 
Candy Cane Wine Charm  
01           Bead Gallery® handmade glass lampwork candy cane (13065A) 
02           Bead Gallery® handmade glass lampwork ornament (13106A) 
41           Bead Gallery® light red AB Czech glass fire polished faceted round  
               4mm beads (17666) 
02           Bead Gallery® glass beads smooth round white opaque (11315) 
01           Bead Gallery® white with AB glass Czech round fire polished faceted 
               8mm (13487) 
01           Bead Gallery® silver tone head pin (12959)  
4 loops  Beadalon® memory wire, round, ring, silver plated (347B-010) 

 
Snowman Wine Charm  
01           Bead Gallery® handmade glass lampwork snowman (13104A) 
04           Bead Gallery® light red AB Czech glass fire polished faceted round  
               4mm beads (17666) 
53           Bead Gallery® glass beads faceted round gunmetal 4mm (11548) 
01           Bead Gallery® white with AB glass Czech round fire polished faceted 
               8mm (13487) 
01           Bead Gallery® silver tone head pin (12959)  
4 loops  Beadalon® memory wire, round, ring, silver plated (347B-010) 

 
Santa Hat Wine Charm  
01           Bead Gallery® handmade glass lampwork Santa’s hat (13066A) 
30           Bead Gallery® red glass luster triangular cut faceted 6mm round 
               (10360) 
02           Bead Gallery® crystal AB rhinestone rondell 4x10mm beads (12840) 
01           Bead Gallery® white with AB glass Czech round fire polished faceted 
               8mm (13487) 
01           Bead Gallery® silver tone head pin (12959)  
4 loops  Beadalon® memory wire, round, ring, silver plated (347B-010) 
 

 
Mitten Wine Charm  
01           Bead Gallery® handmade glass lampwork mitten (12892A) 
80           Bead Gallery® glass beads faceted bicone dark sapphire luster 
               (11699) 
03           Bead Gallery® white with AB glass Czech round fire polished faceted 
               8mm (13487) 
01           Bead Gallery® silver tone head pin (12959)  
6 loops  Beadalon® memory wire, round, ring, silver plated (347B-010) 
 
Santa Charm  
01           Bead Gallery® handmade glass lampwork Santa (13098A) 
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02           Bead Gallery® light red AB Czech glass fire polished faceted round  
               4mm beads (17666) 
44           Bead Gallery® glass beads smooth round white opaque (11315) 
01           Bead Gallery® red glass Czech round fire polished faceted 10mm 
               (13527) 
01           Bead Gallery® silver tone head pin (12959)  
4 loops  Beadalon® memory wire, round, ring, silver plated (347B-010) 
 
Snowflake Charm  
01           Bead Gallery® handmade glass lampwork snowflake (12952A) 
01           Bead Gallery® silver tone snowflake charm (12709A) 
15           Bead Gallery® glass beads faceted bicone crystal AB Finish 
               (17656) 
17           Bead Gallery® white with AB glass Czech round fire polished faceted 8mm 
               (13487) 
01           Bead Gallery® 4mm jump ring (12960)  
4 loops  Beadalon® memory wire, round, ring, silver plated (347B-010) 

 
Tools:  
Beadalon® memory wire finishing pliers (201A-250) 
Beadalon®  2 - slim line chain nose pliers (201A-011) 
Beadalon® slim line round nose pliers (201A-014) 
Classic memory wire shears (JTMEMCUT2) 
 
Level of difficulty (Beginner) 
 
Time – Less than 45 minutes 
         
Instructions:  
 
      Candy Cane Wine Charm 

1. Using memory wire cutters, cut 4 loops or memory wire 
2. Using round nose pliers, form simple loop. 
3. Slide 4 red, candy ornament, white opaque, red, candy cane, red, white 

opaque, and 35 red. 
4. Trim end of wire and form a simple loop. 
5. Using head pin, String Czech white 8mm and form a simple loop. 
6. Attach dangle to top loop of wine charm. 

 
      Snowman Wine Charm 

1. Using memory wire cutters, cut 4 loops or memory wire 
2. Using round nose pliers, form simple loop. 
3. Slide 8 gunmetal, red, snowman, red 41 gunmetal, and 2 red. 
4. Trim end of wire and form a simple loop. 
5. Using head pin, String Czech white 8mm and form a simple loop. 
6. Attach dangle to top loop of wine charm. 
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     Santa Hat Wine Charm 

1. Using memory wire cutters, cut 4 loops or memory wire 
2. Using round nose pliers, form simple loop. 
3. Slide 4 red triangular, rondelle, red triangular, Santa hat, red triangular, rondelle 

and 25 red triangular. 
4. Trim end of wire and form a simple loop. 
5. Using head pin, String Czech white 8mm and form a simple loop. 
6. Attach dangle to top loop of wine charm. 

 
     Mitten Charm 

1. Using memory wire cutters, cut 6 loops or memory wire 
2. Using round nose pliers, form simple loop. 
3. Slide 8 blue bicones, white 8mm, mitten, white 8mm, and 72 blue bicones. 
4. Trim end of wire and form a simple loop. 
5. Using head pin, String Czech white 8mm and form a simple loop. 

                6.  Attach dangle to top loop of wine charm. 
 

      Santa Wine Charm 
1. Using memory wire cutters, cut 4 loops or memory wire 
2. Using round nose pliers, form simple loop. 
3. Slide, 6 opaque white, red 4mm, Santa, red 4mm, and 38 white opaque. 
4. Trim end of wire and form a simple loop. 
5. Using head pin, String Czech red 10mm and form a simple loop. 
6. Attach dangle to top loop of wine charm. 

 
      Snowflake Charm 

1. Using memory wire cutters, cut 4 loops or memory wire 
2. Using round nose pliers, form simple loop. 
3. Slide, Czech white, bicone (repeat 3 times), snowflake, bicone (Czech white, 

bicone) repeat 12 times, and Czech white. 
4. Trim end of wire and form a simple loop. 
5. Using 4mm jump ring attach snowflake to top loop of wine charm. 

 
 


